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Enables users to find relevant materials
Used by many different knowledge domains
Many potential representations
Controlled by
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How do I pick one?How do I pick one?
Genre of materials being described
Format of materials being described
Nature of holding institution
Robustness needed for the given materials and users
What others in the community are doing
Describing original vs. digitized item
Mechanisms for providing relationships between records
Plan for interoperability, including repeatability of 
elements
Formats supported by your delivery software
More information on handout
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15-element set
National and international standard

2001: Released as ANSI/NISO Z39.85
2003: Released as ISO 15836

Maintained by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 
(DCMI)
Other players

DCMI Working Groups
DC Usage Board
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The mission of DCMI is to make it easier to 
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following activities:
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Defining frameworks for the interoperation of 
metadata sets, and, 
Facilitating the development of community- or 
disciplinary-specific metadata sets that are 
consistent with items 1 and 2 
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W3CDTF format can’t indicate date ranges 
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Can’t by itself provide robust record 
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Limitations of QDCLimitations of QDC

Widely misunderstood
No method for specifying creator roles
W3CDTF format can’t indicate date ranges 
or uncertainty
Split across 3 XML schemas
No encoding in XML officially endorsed by 
DCMI
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Describing some types of simple resources
Metadata creation by novices
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Format for the records in IUCAT and other 
OPACs
Used for library metadata since 1960s
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Adopted as international standard in 1973

Maintained by:
Network Development and MARC Standards Office at 
the Library of Congress
Standards and the Support Office at the National 
Library of Canada 
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More about MARCMore about MARC

Actually a family of MARC standards throughout 
the world

U.S. & Canada use MARC21
Structured as a binary interchange format

ANSI/NISO Z39.2
ISO 2709

Field names
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OPACs don’t make full use of all possible 
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OPACs virtually the only systems to use 
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Requires highly-trained staff to create
Local practice differs greatly
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Not appropriate for direct data entry
Extremely verbose syntax
Full content validation requires tools 
external to XML Schema conformance
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Materials lend themselves to library-type 
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Need more robustness than DC offers
Want XML representation to store within larger 
digital object but need lossless conversion to 
MARC
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Developed and managed by the Library of 
Congress Network Development and 
MARC Standards Office
First released for trial use June 2002
MODS 3.0 released December 2003
“Schema for a bibliographic element set 
that may be used for a variety of purposes, 
and particularly for library applications.”
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Boilerplate values to include in output schema
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Cramming in too much information
Leaving in trailing punctuation
Missing context of records
Meaningless placeholder data

ALWAYS remember the purpose of the 
metadata you are creating!
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much as possible
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